
 

 

Foundation 
 
We have been thinking about healthy eating; the highlight of which was making our own 
butter and then using this to spread onto bread, before making and eating sandwiches!  We 
have also been writing about our favourite foods and making junk models of them. 
 
As we have now completed ‘Phonic booklet 1’ please keep this at home and use it to 
continue to practise the letter sounds and formation. The children really benefit from 
repetition. ‘Phonic booklet 2’ will be introduced at the start of next week and this contains 
digraphs and trigraphs, which are two and three letter groups making one sound.  When 
writing digraphs and trigraphs, we will encourage the children to join the letters to 
emphasise that they make one sound.  Similarly, we joined the friendly letters ff, ss, ll and 
zz.     
 
As we get busier preparing for Christmas, you may notice the number of published 
observations on Tapestry decreases.  Rest assured, we are busy assessing the children in 
other ways, working on their ‘next steps’ and completing all our planned teacher-led 
activities.  We will be back to publishing an observation at least once a week in January. 
 
In Maths, the children have been thinking about what whole and part means.  In order to 
support this learning at home we have sent home some pieces of paper.  Please help your 
child cut up the paper provided into 4 parts so that one part is bigger than the other three. 
Can you find other ways to do this?  You might also like to investigate if you can cut: 
 

 two large parts and two small parts 

 all the parts are the same size but look different 

 the parts all look the same. 

Please share your findings via Tapestry.  
 
Next week, we will be thinking about things we are good at.  In order to support this 
learning, please send in a photo or a certificate from something your child likes to do 
outside school.  We would also be grateful for any clean nut-free boxes for junk modelling. 
 
On Monday we will also sadly say goodbye, and good luck, to Violet (FCH) as she moves to 
Australia.  
 
Please could all children in Foundation wear their Games kit to school on Wednesday 
morning, 27th November?  The following week on Wednesday 5th December, Games kit will 
not be needed. 
 
 
The Foundation Team 
 
 


